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ouching upon nearly every aspect of life, the Internet of Things (IoT) has been
transformative in recent years for both commercial applications and the residential
market. And as these transformations accelerate, a new phase of convergence can be seen
on the horizon. The moment is approaching when consumer and professional applications
of the IoT become unified via a new paradigm that will focus on three principles: analytics,
energy, and user interface.
Overall, professional and consumer applications alike are on course to share analytics,
technology, and interfaces. This intersection will propel wider initiatives surrounding energy
and workforce efficiencies, as well as provide additional insights into IoT implications for the
home and business through metadata and the deep linking of systems.

Convergence: breaking vertical silos to create the Internet of Things
Historically, organizations deploying IoT have kept their IoT data and insights in house. A key
inflection point for the IoT will be the gradual shift from this siloed approach, which resembles
an “Intranet of Things”, to a model where data can be exposed, discovered, entitled, and shared
with third-party IoT application developers – the “Internet of Things”. This open approach
will drive convergence of previously siloed verticals to address challenges and opportunities
that require cross-vertical collaboration.
Take the example of the smart city, where there are many types of connected devices, from
highway/toll devices, environmental sensors and even sensors on the bottom of dust carts
used to detect pot holes in the road. These devices are typically owned by different parties, so
the data has historically been siloed. Through the shift to an “Internet of Things” model, the
previously segregated data can be aggregated and analytics applied to identify relationships
between for instance, traffic flow, road quality and pollution levels. Convergence is also
occurring between other verticals: for instance, Seat, a car maker and Orange, a telecoms
operator, are working together to create a “digital home or office” experience to drivers.
Convergence will also drive disruption: for instance, through the diversification consumerfocused players towards the enterprise segment. In the past, consumer habits have influenced
the development of enterprise IT (“consumerization of IT”). In the future, innovations in
the consumer and smart home space could similarly impact on enterprise OT (operational
technology), such as voice control and lighting in the smart building.

Building interoperable connectivity
Connectivity is fundamental to IoT implementation within the smart home and smart
building. Both smart home and smart building device shipments are growing strongly. But
they share some common challenges, notably the wide range of technologies used to connect
devices and fragmentation of the supplier landscape for devices and software. In the smart
home, Bluetooth, DECT, Thread, Wi-Fi and Thread are among the many technologies that make
devices connectable. In the building environment, BACnet, KNX, Modbus and LonWorks are
among the various open and proprietary protocols that enable sensors to communicate. New
technologies, such as NB-IoT and LTE-M, are being considered by device makers targeting
both environments
The greatest benefit for home dwellers and enterprises will result from different devices being
able to communicate with each other and IoT data from these devices being easily accessible
and digestible. This will not only require continued innovation in IoT gateways that are able
to process and act upon edge data, but also close cooperation between device and sensor
manufacturers, connectivity providers and software players to create off-the-shelf solutions
for users.
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What are the driving forces for growth in key IoT verticals?
1.2 billion devices in 2018

472.6 million
devices in 2018

21.9% CAGR 2016–21
To address early adopter issues,
platforms look to provide
solutions, with Amazon,
Apple, and Google ecosystems
addressing challenges related to
interoperability

473.2 million
devices in 2018

17.7% CAGR 2016–21
Challenges remain with
funding and scalability,
leaving us with pilots
instead of moving
beyond silos to create
true smart cities

Connected &
Smart Home

14% CAGR 2016–21
Sports, fitness, and
personal care becoming
central to personal IoT

Personal IoT
Smart
Agriculture

Smart Buildings

IoT drives
convergence
of verticals

Smart Cities

Smart Energy
Management

440.8 million
devices in 2018

Connected Car

64.7 million
devices in 2018

13.6% CAGR 2016–21
Infotainment, driver
assistance,s and V2X,
enable safer, informed
personal driving

Commercial
Transport

Medical IoT

Industrial IoT

23.3% CAGR 2016–21
Culture conflict, cost
management, knowledge
management, and LPWA drive
industrial connectivity to
remote locations

Intelligent
Retail

125.4 million
devices in 2018

15.3% CAGR 2016–21
Self- and remotemonitoring lift adoption of
consumer medical devices

Technologies converge in the building

For analytics, physical access control systems (PACS) and building management systems (BMS)
aim to collect and use data to help the managers of buildings, facilities, and security systems
make more informed decisions. At the same time, the need for human intervention—and the
likelihood of error—within the systems can be reduced or minimized.
For PACS, this means the market will see more Physical Identity Access Management (PIAM)
solutions, with predictive analysis placing a stronger emphasis on the reporting aspect. This
can assist PIAM system users in further understanding behavioral anomalies, which could be
useful in helping detect and mitigate insider threats. Reports can be generated on suspicious
behavior, erratic movement and exploration, and unusual timing and access requests.
Facility utilization is another form of data analysis that is growing in popularity, especially
in office and industrial settings. The software combines real-time access request data with
HR and real estate systems to provide information on how and at what rate facilities are
being used. This allows enterprises to potentially delay office or storage expansions after
reoptimizing utilization.
Also playing a major role will be BMS. While advanced analytics through building automation
software can improve the efficiency of heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC)
systems in commercial buildings, advanced analytics in BMS platforms can have an even more
profound impact on building operations.
For example, if an employee decided to enter a smart office building very early in the morning
to prepare a presentation, the BMS platform can command multiple domains to react at the
moment the employee’s badge is scanned following entry into the building. Once the access
control system confirms the employee’s identity, the BMS platform can then coordinate with
other systems to initiate a sequence of related actions—i.e., lights turn on in the employee’s
workspace; the HVAC system begins to operate in that space and treat the space as occupied;
and an elevator is summoned to the floor where the employee is present.
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Buildings vs. homes use cases
The management of these systems (HVAC, security, etc.) will begin to take place in single
dashboards, although BMS and access control will likely remain separate for security reasons
to aid with audits and report production. Moreover, PIAM solutions sharing similarities are
likely to converge in the residential space, as in-home delivery expands. Even so, the ability
to audit and maintain records associated with ensuring that the individual entering a home is,
indeed, the authorized party, will be critical for successful program deployments—whether
it is Amazon, Target, Walmart or any other service that is involved. The single dashboard is
already a major trend in residential, as ecosystem providers look to reduce not only the number
of hubs and panels associated with smart homes onsite, but also of the number of mobile apps
required for full functionality.
Install base for commercial alarms vs. connected systems
– More than 90% of

US commercial buildings
will have alarm monitoring
in 2018, estimates show.

– 10% of buildings
with alarm monitoring also had a

connected smart system
with functionality like ADT Pulse.

Install base for residential alarm vs. connected systems
– 23% of single-

family homes had
alarm monitoring.

– 40% of residential-alarm
monitored accounts had at

least remote arm/disarm
functionality.

Cyber security convergence
Cyber security protection in the home may soon look like architectures deployed in
commercial applications to manage nodes on the network. To date, companies such as D-Link
have partnered with McAfee; and other devices such as Norton Core and Securifi, have been
on the market for some time now.
These gateways work to identify IoT devices on the network while also keeping devices
that are acting out of the ordinary, which could be a sign of a botnet attack, quarantined.
Moreover, many router and gateway providers are looking to enhance control over the
network by setting advanced parental controls and time of use. And to take ease of use to the
next level, systems are providing suggestions and in-app help in layman’s terms. Finally, to
minimize reliance on the Cloud, residential and commercial markets are making huge inroads
into edge-based processing.
Advocates of edge devices note this framework ensures quicker response times that are less
impacted by network latency issues, as fewer devices need to be connected to an IP network,
with the IP network also not relied upon to process most analytics. As the communications
sent to support in-building analytics are transmitted on local networks, these transmissions
are more secure from risks of data corruption or cyber-attacks. Having BA equipment on the
edge tends to also make integration of other building systems easier. This is because most
services performed in the Cloud use proprietary software, presenting additional complications
to integration with other building subsystems.
Global shipments in 2017 of routers able to control smart home devices and using Z-Wave,
ZigBee, Bluetooth, and other protocols reached 620,000—about 1% of smart home control
devices. DIY hubs such as SmartThings and Wink accounted for about 5% of smart home
control devices in 2017.
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While penetration
of commercial
alarms is much
greater than in
home security, the
install base rate of
connected alarms
in commercial
applications is
much lower than
the home.
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Brands offering home solutions are penetrating commercial markets
Outside of the residential front, companies with a strong background in developing equipment
for smart homes may also have the potential to disrupt the commercial market by building
up their product lines with new offerings for small and mid-sized commercial buildings.
As with homes, a high level of personalization is taking shape in the commercial market
through the format of dashboards and integrated systems. For example, work spaces can be
tailored to temperature, lighting, and other features, based on the occupant of the space.
This level of intuition will become more critical as leading organizations move toward
flexible workspaces, where no employee is assigned an explicit space, with spaces instead
assigned automatically.
Most recently, Amazon announced entry into the smart buildings market with a new
line of Alexa for business smart speakers. Additional examples of the residential-business
convergence typified by the Amazon entry include Arlo gaining ONVIF compliance, as well
as the release of the GLAS thermostat from Microsoft/JCI. Owing to a high price point and
with Microsoft’s Cortana as the digital assistant, the thermostat product is ideal for small and
medium businesses looking to control energy costs while possessing the convenience of an
assistant primed for Windows integration.
It is also expected that companies such as Ecobee will expand the consumer deployment of
sensors to the commercial market. By using the Ecobee 4 technology that integrates additional
sensors embedded with Amazon Alexa, the Alexa assistant could be easily converted to a
“business version” that tailors Alexa for commercial applications, rather than for consumers.
Lighting is another convergence point. For smart homes, lighting is gaining major traction
and is moving to the outdoors to provide not only security but an enhanced user experience.
As for analytics, security providers and automotive will be closely linked in the near term.
Video analytics will also be available, which will allow for the sharing and filtering of video
recording 24/7, enabling the consumer to search for specific points in video recordings—
similar to the technology used to identify the Boston Marathon bombing suspects in 2013.

Lighting and the IoT
Lighting can play a central role as the backbone of IoT networks. Two characteristics of lighting
make it a natural spot to build the communication network needed for IoT: 1) its indoor and
outdoor prevalence; and 2) its constant connection to a power source.
For the residential market, connected light fixtures could become more popular, permitting
the embedding of digital assistants like Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant, as well as enhancing
scalability for Bluetooth mesh, ZigBee, and Z-Wave. As a result, lighting is starting to move
from single-purpose functionality to multipurpose roles within commercial buildings and
residential.
Smart lighting systems will continue to enable IoT applications. As the prevalence of sensors
and connectivity increases in lighting systems, holistic lighting solutions will be designed
with the explicit purpose of being able to collect, analyze, and utilize the data gathered by the
lighting system. The information collected will then help drive efficiency and productivity
gains within the spaces where these holistic solutions are used.
For instance, the use of LEDs to illuminate buildings and outdoor spaces reduced the total
carbon dioxide emissions of lighting by an estimated 570 million tons in 2017—a reduction
roughly equivalent to shutting down 162 coal-fired power plants. Moreover, recent projects
by companies, such as Philips Lighting, are looking closely at how public lighting can enhance
landmarks and neighborhoods, in conjunction with mobile apps that measure the attention
such lights receive, further enhancing smart city initiatives.
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More than 27
million RF-enabled
light bulbs shipped
worldwide in 2017.
Annual shipments
are expected to
increase fivefold
over the next
five years.
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Appliances and the IoT
The smart home and smart buildings market opportunity is moving in the direction of valueadded services, and away from commodity devices. For service providers, this means moving
beyond simply providing “the pipes,” and more toward services that can maintain and attract
a customer base. Given the shift, what will determine long-term success in the future will be
a transformation—from that of being just an appliance “manufacturer,” to that of thinking,
operating, and approaching business as a technology company or service provider.
Aside from the benefits conferred by connectivity providing a gateway to value-added services,
personalization is also becoming critical. This has been observed not only for telcos and other
service providers, but also for device makers such as appliance vendors. Appliances are getting
an increasingly personalized look, feel, and overall design, along with more customized
features or programs.
This means that as more appliances and other devices are connected, opportunities also grow
in which voice commands can be used to reorder goods, encouraging the proliferation of
Amazon Dash-style purchases. An effective use-case can also be established this way in the
home appliance industry for Blockchain technology, which can be deployed for monitoring
purposes and supply-chain management.

Global shipments
of smart and
connected major
home appliances
will surge to some
330 million units in
2021, up from less
than 1 million units
in 2014.

To this end, the future of commercial and residential smart systems will be highly personalized,
specifically tailored to each individual or organization. Such personalization will not need to
be driven by proprietary software, guided instead by data analytics and machine learning fully
capable of adapting to the requirements and characteristics of each unique environment.
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IHS Markit provides the most detailed research available on the building technology market, with a dedicated
analyst team providing comprehensive research from connectivity, components, and equipment data, to insights
on the integration and end-users of systems.
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